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Obviously that is her husband, but why is Xu Yourong more nervous

than her?

And Bai Yi also knew that it was impossible for Lin Fan’s ability to go

wrong.

Xu Yourong looked at Bai Yi with tears in his eyes:

“Bai Yi, I’m sorry, it’s all my fault, I killed Lin Fan!”

“I didn’t even think that Huo Dongying would be so shameless! It was

all because my mother wanted me to be nice to him, and that was why

Lin Fan was hurt. But now I finally see the real face of that guy, for

him. All the methods are used, the despicable and shameless to the

extreme, I am really worried that Lin Fan will…”

Bai Yi just smiled and said, “It’s good for you to know the real face of

that guy. As for Lin Fan, don’t worry, he will have a way to get out.”

just!

Xu Yourong didn’t believe it at all, because she heard that the Lin

family had also acted.

With Lin Fan’s ability, how could it be possible to deal with a Lin

family?

Xu Yourong hugged his head with painful hands, looking dejected.

“Cousin, what’s the matter with you?” Bai Yi sat next to her anxiously,

and asked in a low voice, “You are talking, are you worried that Huo

Dongying will make trouble for you? I can let Lin Fan teach him

severely. ?”

Bai Yi thought Xu Yourong was worried about Huo Dongying. After

all, that guy had some background and background, and the Huo

family was well-known in the imperial capital. It was really difficult for

that guy to be the young boss of the Huo family.

But Xu Yourong raised his head, crying:

“Huo Dongying is relatively easy to deal with, but what I am worried

about is the Lin family, who is the number one wealthy family in China,

with great power. If he wants to kill a person, it will be a matter of

minutes…”

Xu Yourong’s anxious tears were streaming out, and he whispered

again and again.

“Bai Yi, what can I do, what can I do? Do you want me to beg Huo

Dongying to let him let Lin Fan go…”

She was really ill and went to the doctor. The woman even figured out

such a way, enough to see that she was really anxious for Lin Fan.

But Bai Yi laughed ho ho, and comforted softly:

“Cousin, don’t worry, Lin Fan has a friend who can help level the Lin

family, and it’s not the first time he has played against the Lin family.”

This!

real or fake?

Xu Yourong looked unbelievable. Lin Fan and the Lin family have

fought more than once?

Oh my!

He has such great abilities that he can wrestle with such a behemoth as

the Lin Family?

Didn’t you make a mistake?

But then she frowned and asked worriedly: “Bai Yi, you, are you sure

that Lin Fan’s friend can help level the Lin family?”

Bai Yi nodded heavily and said with a smile:

“Don’t worry, Lin Fan is no ordinary person. With him, there is no one

in this world who can hurt us.”

For some reason, when Bai Yi said these words, he felt warm and safe,

and a sense of happiness emerged spontaneously.

The happy smile on that face made Xu Yourong feel jealous.

For a long time, she thought that her cousin was in pain, but now it

seems she was wrong.

Bai Yi lived, happier than anyone else!

There is a man who loves her and a happy family!

In contrast, even if you have countless wealth, even if you have

unmatched strength, none of this is important at this moment.

The important thing is that Bai Yi can get closer and closer to his

beloved.

Money is good, power is also attractive, but it is difficult to compare

with their happiness together.

however!

At this time, Wang Yanli’s noise suddenly sounded outside the door.

“Joke, Lin Fan’s dog thing offends the Lin Family. Even if he has great

abilities, he doesn’t want to come back alive. If you don’t believe it, let’s

just wait and see!”

Wang Yanli gloated, she seemed to be unlucky to see Lin Fan.

Then, she stared at Xu Yourong ferociously:

“Xu Yourong, where are you going? I tell you, if you don’t have dinner

with Huo Dasha tonight, my old lady will die for you to see!”
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